Train your staff or customers on your next robust product or service roll-out.

We can work with you to design an intense two- to three-day workshop or four- to five-day course composed of a series of hands-on labs addressing the concepts and functionality that are key for success.

Here’s what you’ll get:

- Collaborations with SMEs to establish design/specification document
- Functional prototype of lab(s) presented to you to ensure we meet your objectives
- Final lab that includes screenshots, explanations, and a completed quality check
- A brief slide deck, that will provide an overview of the lab environment as well as the objectives that are addressed within the labs
- Slide presentation crafted with your SMEs, to discuss the topic of the day and leverage the flow of your labs
- An optional delivery guide detailing how an instructor would have success delivering the content
- Student workbook, includes complete slide deck with room for notes

Learn more at lods.one/services